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to take notes and refer to this USER'S GUIDE in order to save
a file, rather than delete the file and then have to
re-create it.
1.4 Program Structure
The REPAIR proqram is a completely self-contained
proqram and does not require a workinq DOS to run.
REPAIR
can be executed as a COMMAND from the OOS or from a LOAD&GO
cassette.
The REPAIR program carries its own copies of the
standard basic DOS I/O routines (DR$, DWS, KEYIN$, DSPLY$),
and the DOS interrupt handler and the DOS DEBUG$ routine, all
of which are located in memory from 01000 to 03777. The main
body of executable code is located from 04000 to 025000.
Various tables are located from 025000 to 030000, and data
storage and messaqes are located from 030000 to 040000.
1.5 Physical

~nfiquration

Reguirements.

The minimal physical configuration required to support
REPAIR 2.1 is a 2200-126 computer (16K version 2) and a
2200-350 or 2200-351 disk peripheral.
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DOS REPAIR 1.1
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General BackqrQund InfQrmation
The
purpose of the REPAIR proqr~m is to repair a
malfunctioninq or non-functionina DOS pack. The performance
of the DOS is directly related to the correctness of
disk-resident systeM tables.
Errors in these tables c~n
cause DOS difficulties ranainq from occasional ~vsterious
lonses of data to complete inability of the DOS to-function
on the pack.
The REPAIR proqr~m finds, identifies to the
operator, and atteMpts to correct errors in the system
t~hl('s.

1.2 Operator Interface
REPAIR program, once activated by an operator, is
capable of seekinq errors and determining corrective measures
on j. ts own.
HO\o.'ever, there are operator interfaces which
~xist
to qive i'1 hUman operator the pow4?r to monitor and
control the program's proaress. The program will constantly
di splay on the screen information about what it is doing.
7here are five points in the program's execution which always
occur which require orerator response.
These are explained
in sections 5.2, 5. J, 5.9. 5.12, and 5.13 of this USERS'S
GUIDE. Finally, if errors are discovered the operator will
be asked if the ~rror should be corrected on disk. Thus, ~
.Q12.ru:.d!J2.t: MJi ~.t..t:.Ql ~ .a.nY c ha na e s ~ .t.Q ~ .9...rul J!lA.Y
syppress anY cQrrectiQD §yagested DY ~ proaram.
The!

1.3

~~

Operation

The REPAIR program execution consists of three phases:
the Clu§ter AllocatiQO Table .a.n.d DirectorY ~heck phase, the
Retrieval Ioformation ~U9ck§ check tlhase, and the Cluster
Allt')catiQ[l Tablf ngenetatio,n phase.
In !"feneral terms, the
proryram pro~resses from Simple error analysis to quite
invloved error analysis durinq its execution. Beqinning with
the cylinders-to-be-locked-out information supplied by the
opera tor,
each proryram pha se
proqresses
accordinq
to
information developed durinq precedint'J checks.
'I'he arnoun t of interface and systems experti se required
of the operator ranqes from almost zero to very much. and is
directly proportional to two thinqs: how badly the pack is
damaged and whether the operator wants to try to save files
with errors. If the operator merely permits REPAIR to delete
every file found to be in error, the result would be
~uaranteed to be error-tree disk-resident system tables, and
the operator would not need to understand any details of the
DOS. Sometirnrs, however, it will be easier for the operator
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2. REPAIR 1.1 APPLICA'rrONS
2.1 DOS Problems

There are three general classes of errors that can cause
a DOS to work improperly:
1. Errors in the data within a file.

Example: An incorrectly written object code record
in a program object tile may make the
proqram unloadable and/or unexecutab1e.
2. Errors in the DOS system files.*
Exampl~:

If one of the six DOS system files were
inadvertently damaqed, as by bein"
rartially overwritten, then sooner or
later some part of the DOS would not
function properly.

J. Errors in the disk system tables.

Example: The Cluster Allocation Table is
overwritten.
The most commonly occurring class of error is class 3.
(Incidentally, ~ most common error is the one qiven for the
example: a destroyed C.A.T.) Also, class 1 and class 2 errors
most often occur because of previously existing class 3
errors.
REPAIR will nQt find or fix class 1 or 2 errors. Once
those errors have occurred the file with the error should be
reloaded to disk.
If the user is interested in fixing these
kinds of errors he should refer to part three of this USER'S
GUIDE.
REPAIR can fix almost all class 3 errors, and therefore
can fix almost all of the problems that commonly occur with a
disk pack.

* A pack does not need to have the DOS system programs on it
in order to be usable by the DOS. A pack does not need to
have ~ programs on it, for tha t matter.
Thi s could be
the caso in il multi-drive system, where a pack is used
solely for data files.
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2.2

~ ~ ~

REPAIR

There are three times to run the REPAIR program:
1. Regular disk-pack checking.
It is advisable to run REPAIR after every few hours
of disk use, in order to catch errors that may be
developing that have not been noticed.
2. Unexplained strange things start happening.
If you ever see the message:

FAILURE IN SYSTEM DATA
it is time to run REPAIR.
If other error messages
are displayed by the DOS, such as:
RECORD FORMAT ERROR
and there seems to be no reason that the error should
have occurred, REPAIR may find the reason. If files
or records in files disappear or get scrambled, it is
probably a good idea to run REPAIR to see if errors
have developed in the system tables.
3.

I.b.e ~ ldll 1l2.t XYD At .AlL.
Many times it the DOS will not -boot- it is because
the C.A.T. has been destroyed - specifically, the
AUTO PFN (the last byte in the C.A.T. MASTER) is not
000. REPAIR will always reset the AUTO PFN to 000
when it writes the regenerated C.A.T. to disk.
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3. REPAIR 1.1 USER'S GUIDE USE
This USER'S GUIDE is divided
three levels of reference:

into

three

sections

for

1. Minimal operator interface.
The first section is for users who wish to use REPAIR to
make their pack work again as quickly and with as little
effort as possible.
To use REPAIR, one does not Mn to
understand very much about the DOS or the structure of the
data on disk.
2. Medial operator interface.
The second section is a rather comprehensive discussion
of the var ious messaqes and options provided by the REPAIR
prog ram, and is fo r user s who wi sh to be able to ta xe
advantage of the file-saving options available with REPAIR.
3. Maximal operator interface.
The third section discusses a variety of things that can
go wrong on a disk pack and how REPAIR can be used to deal
wi th those problems.
Thi s section is for users who are
interested in understanding the DOS disk data structure for
its own sake, with emphasis, of course, on problems that can
occur.
3.1 Preliminary Reaging
Reading the DOS OPERATOR"S GUIDE is a prerequisite to
using the REPAIR program.
The REPAIR user must have a
concept of what a DOS r1.l& is, and should be acquainted with
the use of the OPERATOR COMMANPS (entered to the DOS KeXBOARD
FACILIT¥) and ~ NAMES.
The user must understand the
concept of r~ DELETION. The user must also know what DRIVE
NUMBER means.
If possible, the REPAIR user should read and understand
the DOS SXSTEM MANUAL,
particularly section 3.1, ~
Structure.
To use and understand REPAIR to the maximum
extent, the user should understand terms such as: cylinder,
sector, cluster allocation table, directory, directory page,
directory MASTER
and COpy,
directory entry,
retrieval
information block, segment descriptor, and cluster.
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4. flItHMAL OPERATOR INTERFACE

Thi s section of the USER'S GUIDE is for those who wi sh
to use REPAIR to make their pack work again as quickly and
with as little effort as possible.
To use this section of
the USER'S GUIDE requires no knowledge of the DOS beyond the
concept of files.
It does require the ability to read
through
and
understand
the
followinq
step-by-step
instructions.
In the most ultimately simple case, the user will not
want to lock out any cylinders (a cookbook process -- you do
not have to know what a cylinder is), and the REPAIR program
will not find any errors.
The main structure of the
following example is built on such a case- However, places in
the example where there may be variations are noted and what
section
in
the
manual
to
find
explanations of
these
variations is also noted.
4.1

~yting

REPAIR.

If the REPAIR program is cataloged on the disk (as
REPAIR/CMD), and if the DOS is capable of loading and
executing it, the fastest and easiest way to qet REPAIR
started is by simply keying REPAIR to the DOS keyboard
facility.
REPAIR may also be executed by plaCing a LOAD-AND-GO
tape of REPAIR in the back cassette deck of the 2200 and
preSSing RESTART.
In either case, the pack to be checked must be placed in
a drive connected to the 2200 and the LOAD/RUN switch set to
RUN.
In the following examples, a pictogram of the state of
the
2200
display will
be ~iven
followed
by
a
brief
explanation and instructions for the operator.
~
~lkk

:r.~

NQU. I.tlAI. A fOUNt> ilIDi i l l lli ~ Qf. ~ §QTTOM LINES OF
PICTQGRAM Rt:£RESENIS I.tlli. CURSOR POSITIQN.
TIm CURSOR
~ [LASHING ~ ~ Q£ERATOR L[ REQUIRED IQ RESPOND IQ
INFORMATION Qli ~ SCRt:t:N.
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4.2 SigO-Qn

~

Qriye Number Specification:

,

\

I
I
I
I

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

,,

REPAIR 1.1

I
I
I
I
I
I

DRIVE NUt''lBER: #

L._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---------------------------------------------•. -----1

The screen appears as above when REPAIR has been loaded
and execution has begun.
The operator must enter the number of the drive holdinq
the disk pack that i.s to be REPAIRed.
The operator must
enter 0, 1, 2, or 3.
4.3 Cylinder Lock-Out.
\

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
YOU WANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ?
L DO
_____________________________________________________________________________
I

The screen appears as above when REPAIR is ready
accept cylinder lock-out.
Cylinder lock-out is a way
reserving di sk space from DOS use.
If cylinders are to
locked out, there will be a sticker or label on the case
the di sk pack with the numbers of the cylinders to
reserved.
If there are cylinders to be locked-out refer
APPENDIX A.
If no cylinders are to be locked out, enter "N".
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to
of
be
of
be
to

/

\

I
I
I
I
I

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

I
I
I
I
I
I DR IVE NUMBER 0
I DO YOU WANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N

o
o
o

0

0
0

'-

/

The screen appears as above when the cylinder lock-out
option has not been taken and the C.A.I. ~ pirectory check
phase has begun.
Specifically, note the vertical numbers at
the right center of the screen: these numbers monitor the
cycling of the directory check.
IF SOMETHING BESIDES THESE
NUMBERS APPEARS ON THE SCREEN AFTER THE CYLINDER LOCK-OUT IS
COMPLETED, REFER TO APPENDIX B.
No operator response is required.
4.~

Directory trrors.

/

\

I DIRECTORY ENTRY COpy: DELETE INCOMPLETE

I
I
I
COP Y
HAS T E R
I
I
3
3 3 3 3
I 0 3 3 0
7
7 7 7 7
I 0 0 6 0
7 7 7 7 CAT
C M D 7
I 2 6 4 1 CAT
I
I ENTER: 1 =I,tASTER - >COPY , 2=DELETE BOTH, J-NO CHANGE: j
I

.
3
7
C M D 7

"--

The screen will appear as above (in general -- specific
words will vary) if REPAIR finds an error in the directory.
For explanation of the messages refer to section 5.5.
To delete the file enter the number corresponding to PELETE
~ (in this example, 2=DELETE BOTH).
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0 0
0 2
6 0

/

4.6 B.tirieval Information Blocks Check •

_--_._-

.

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

\

RIB MAs'rER:

(PFN 000)

RIB COpy:

I

II

*
*
*
*
'*
*

0 0
0 0

0 0

I

'---------_._..-

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

/

The
screen
appears as ahove during
the Retrieval
Information Blocks checke
The vertical numbers at the riqht
of the screen monitor the cycling of the R.I.B. check.
The
column of asterisks is displayed only while a R.I.B. is
actually being checked.
If a pack does not have several
files on it the asterisks will not appear during most of the
R.I.B. check.
No operator response is required.
4.7 Retrieyal InfQrmatign Blocks Errors.
I

I

14TH BYTE NOT 0377
I 1ST SEG.DES. ERROR
I MULTIPLE ALLOCATION 00001

I
I
I
I
j

*

\

I
I
* 1ST SEG.DES. ERROR
I
* MULTIPLE ALLOCATION 00001
I
CYL.ADR.OV~RFLOW
CYL.ERROR
* CYL.ADR.OVERFLOW
CYL.ERROR I
* RIB TERMINATOR ERROR
I
RIB TERMINATOR ERROR
o 3 2 0
3
I
o 0 1 2
7
I
100 3 S Y S T E M 0
S Y S 7
I
LRN ERROR

PFN ERROR

PFN ERROR

LRN ERROR

* 4TH BYTE NOT 0377

I

I

I DELETE THE FILE ? #
I

I
I

'- ._--

/

The screen will appear as above (in general - specific
words will vary) if REPAIR finds an error in a R.I.B.
for explanation of the messages refer to section 5.7.
To delete the file enter "V".
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I

\

I 0000 FILES HAVE RIB FORMAT ERRORS.
I 0025 FILES HAVE NO RIB FORMAT ERRORS.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE, PASS 1. PFN I
I
I
I
____________________________________________1

'-

The screen appears as above when the R.I.B. check phase
is finished.
The messages at the top of the screen are a
summary of the information accumulated durinq the R.I.B.
check phase. The message near the bottom of the screen is
notification to the operator that REPAIR is ready to beqin
the cluster allocation phase (for Cluster Allocation Table
regenera tion) •
To proceed, depress the ENTER key.
4.9 Cluster Allocatign Phase,
I

~ ~

\

0000 FILES HAVE RIB FORMAT ERRORS.
0025 FILES HAVE NO RIB FORMAT ERRORS.

CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE, PASS 1. PFN 000

o0
o 0
o0

-----------------------------------------------------------------------1
The screen appears as above durinq the first pass of the
cluster allocation phase. The vertical numbers at the riqht
of the screen are the pass cycle monitor.
No operator response is required.
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\

I

0000 FILES HAVE RIB FORMAT ERRORS.
0025 FILE~ HAVE NO RIB FORMAT ERRORS.

o
o
CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE, PASS 1. PFN 000
CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE. PASS 2. PFN 000

'-_._-_.

o

0
0
0

________________________________________________ 1

The
screen
appears
as
above during
the
cluster
allocation phase, pass 2.
The bottom messaqe is displayed
and the cycle monitor numbers at the right of the screen are
restarted when pass 2 begins.
No operator response is required.

I

\
0000 FILES WITH ALLOCATION CONFLICTS.
00000 CLUSTERS IN THOSE FILES.

CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE, PASS 1. PFN 000
CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE, PASS 2. PFN 000
CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE, PASS ).

,

'-

0 0
0 0
0 0

I

The screen appears as above at the end of the cluster
allocation phase, pass 2.
The messages at the top of the
screen are a summary of the information gathered during
cluster allocation phase pass 1 and 2.
The message at the
bottom of the screen indicates that REPAIR is ready to begin
the cluster allocation phase pass 3.
To proceed, depress the ENTER key-

4.12

CllJst~

l\llQcat;i.QD.

~flictli.

\

/

I PFN 2UO
3
I a 0 3 0
I o 0 6 0 7
C M D 7
I 304 1 SIN
I U OF CLUSTERS IN FILE: 00001

I # OF CONFLICTING FILES: 002
I n OF CONFLICTING CLUSTERS: 00001
I # OF CORRECT PFN/LRN: 00004 OF 00006
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

PFN 220
o 0 3 0
3
o0 6 0
7
364 1 SOU T
C M D 7
OF CLUSTERS IN FILE: 00002
CONFLICTING FILE # 001
H OF CONFLICTING CLUSTERS: 00001
# OF CORRECT PFN/LRN: 00000 OF 00006

*

I
I
I
I
I

I
I EnTER: DELETE FILE: l=LEF'T, 2=RIGHT, 3=BOTH: 4=NO CHANGE: #

I

I

'-------------,---------

/

The screen will appear as above (in general, specific
woros will vary) if REPAIR finds that two or more files are
tryinq to use the same space on disk.
For explanation of the messages refer to section 5.11.
To delete the files in error enter "3".

/
I (JOOUU

\
CLU~'I'tRS

IN 'lTOSE FILES.

I
I
I
I
I

I
I CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE, PASS 1. PFN 000

0 0
0 0
0 0

I CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE, PASS 2. PFN 000

I CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE, PASS 3.
I
I WRITE NEW C.A.T. TO DISK ? I

'-- -.------ -----------_...

/

The message on the last line of the screen above will
appear when the REPAIR proqram has completed all of its
checks and is ready to write the regenerated C.A.T. to disk.

To overwrite the C.A.T. on disk, enter 11'/.". To prevent
oven.. rite of the C.A.T. on disk, enter "N".
If no errors
have been di scovered by the REPAIR program, the operator
should enter "N".
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/

"- ------, .~~-- ------~-.

\

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CLUS'iER ALLOCATIon PHASE, PASS 1. PFN 000
CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE, PASS 2. PFN 000
CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE, PASS 3.
vJRITE NEW C.A.T. TO DISK ? N
DISK }{ EPAIR DONE.

'-

0 0
0 0
0 0

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
/

The message on the last two lines of the screen above
will appear when the REPAIR proqram is finished checking the
disk. The REPAIR program does not attempt to re-load the DOS
when it is finished. To get any other program running on the
computer again, the operator must press the RESTART key.
No operator response is required.
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5. MEDIAL OPERATOR INTERFACE
This section of the USER"S GUIDE is a comprehensive
di scussion of the various messages and options provided by
the REPAIR program, and is for users who want to take
advantage of the file-saving options available with REPAIR.
To use this section of the USER"S GUIDE will require an
understanding of the error(s) that REPAIR finds and that the
user wishes to repair.
l"or example, if the only errors on
the user's pack are in the DIRECTORY, it 1s not necessary for
t he
user
to
study in order to understand RETRIEVAL
I Nr'ORMATION BLOCKS or CLUSTER ALLOCATION.
'l'hi s section of the USER S GUIDE follows the section
numberi.ng scheme of the previous section, MINIMAL OPERATOR
IN'rERFACE.
#

When a facet of REPAIR operation is discussed more
appropriately elsewhere in the USER'S GUIDE, the discuSsion
is not repeated in this section, but that user is referred to
the ~ection containing the discussion.
Discussions in this section of the USER'S GUIDE will
occasionally refer to pictoqrams of the state of the display
in other sections of the GUIDE.

If the REPAIR program is cataloged on the disk (as
REPAIR/CMD), and if the DOS is capable of loadinq and
executing it, the fa stest and easiest way to get REPAIR
started is by Simply keying REPAIR to the DOS keyboard
facility_
REPAIR may a1 so be executed by plaCing a LOAD-AND-GO
tape of REPAIR in the back cassette deck of the 2200 and
pressing RESTART.
In either case, the pack to be checked must be placed in
a drive connected to the 2200 and the LOAD/RUN switch set to
RUN.
In the following examples, a pictogram of the state of
the 2200 display will be given followed by a discussion of
the messages and options.
tlQll IliAI A fQUND ~ i l l ll! ~ Qf. ~ BOTTOM IHQ
Ql THE PICIQGRAM REfRESENI~ IRl CURSQR PQ$II1QN.
~
CUR§OB kilL.l!. ~ [J"A§HING klH.E.ti lli£ QEERATQR U BEQU1REQ IQ.
LIN~S

RESPOND IQ

~

INFORMATION ON

~ S~REEN.
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Reter to the plctogram in section 4.2.
Atter t he opera tor ha s entered the number of the drive
holdinq the pack to be REPAIRed, REPAIR will wait for that
drive to come ready (yellow light comes on) 'before procedinq
to do cylinder lock-out.

APPENDIX A is a discussion with examples of the cylinder
lock-out process.
Cy 1 i nder s a r(~ locked out because they give read/write
errors or b€!cause by system desi"n they are to be reserved
for some special use.

Refer to the pictogram in section 4.4.
The DIRECTORY check monitor is the means by which REPAIR
indicates its progress to the operator.
Specifically, the
DIRECTORY check monitor constantly displays the disk address
of the current DIRECTORY entry being checked..
This display
is in the form of two vertically displayed octal numbers at
the right of the screen. The first number is the sector, and
the second number is the buffer page address, of the
DIRECTORY entry being checked. Since the cylinder address is
always zero, it is not displayed.
If the OIRECTORY check monitor stops and no other
messages are di splayed, the REPAIR program wa s loaded to
memory improperly or something is wrong with the hardware.
The operator should stop the computer immediately~.5

Director~ ~rrQrs.

The DIREC'l'ORY is a table of entries for files on the
pack. There are two copies of the DIRECTORY, the MASTER and
the COpy.
There are 16 pages to each copy of the DIRECTORY,
each page holds entries for up to 16 files.
(One disk
physical sector is one DIRECTORY logical page.) Therefore,
the DIRECTORY has a MASTER and a COpy entry for up to 256
files.
The DIRECTORY MASTER is on cylinder 0 track 0 in sectors
006 thru 024. The DIRECTORY COPY is on cylinder 0 track 1 in
s~ctors 006 thru 024.
The REPAIH program checks the DIRECTORY one filp at a
time. Th~t is, thp MASTER anrt the COpy of a DIRECTORY entry
are checked at the s~me time.

an error in the MA's'rER or
detected, REPAIR will display:

I t

the

COpy

entry or

both

is

1. A brief error description at the top of the screen.
2. The MASTER and COPY entries across the lower center
of the screen ..
J. An option message near the bottom of the screen.

The error description will indicate whether the error is
in the MASTER or the COpy entry or both, and will define the
type of error.
l~

IliAI.

ALTtWUQlj, Q.I.B.&;Cl'QBXENTRIl=S f.Q.B.

gYk:RAL TIPES 01:: E.REORS b.I. I.!.!£.

tl11l!. Q.N.LX.

~ ERR OR

~

A ll1& .MAX. H&L&

TIME, REPAIR H.l..L1.

~

:rX P t AI. A llML.

The
DIRECTORY
entries
are
displayed
under
their
respective headings, (MASTER: and COPY:).
The first four
bytes and the last byte of each entry are always displayed in
vertical octal.
The 5th through 15th bytes (beinq the file
name and extension) of each entry are displayed in ASCII
~oCEPI for bytes in those fields which cannot be displayed in
ASCII on the 2200 display: those bytes will be converted to
vertical octal.
The option message at the bottom of the screen will
enable the operator, by selecting and entering a digit, to
correct the MASTER entry with information from the COpy
entry, to correct the COpy entry with information from the
MASTER entry, to delete both entries (and thus the file), or
to make specific changes to one or both entries, or to make
no change at all to either entry.
Below are examples of the various DIRECTORY errors that
can occur and discussions of the respective messages.
The
first example is the most complete: the other DIRECTORY error
routines work basically the same way but the examples in this
USER'S GUIDE are not as expanded.
Note that for the examples concerning the DIRECTORY
MASTER, the 53 me messages (transposinq the words COpy and
MASTER) apply to the DIRECTORY COPY.
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/

_-_ __ __ ._-_......_-...

...

_-_.__..._.__._.---_._-_..... _-_._._..•_--_.- - - -..---.------

...........

\

I DIRECTORY ENTl~Y '·iM1·~'E.R: DELETED
I
I
I
CO? Y
I
I
o 0
o 3 3 0
3
I 3 3 j J 3 3 J J 3 3 : J :3
"l 'l '/ 7 I 7 7
7
o0 6 0
o 2
I 7 7 '7 } ']
7 7 , -, '7
6 0
264 1 C A '1'
C M D 7
I 7 } J 7 ! ' / 7 '7' }
I
I ENTEq: l=CO?Y-~MASTER" 2 a DELETE BOTH, 3=NO CHANGE: #
I
____ I
\..... ..
..._...._........ .................- ... -..... ".--........--------.-..---..----~.. -.--..-.-.-----.---..

__._-_

__

::;C:N;n

Th(:'!

for

1;JhlC~)

0317 • <;)

';;1.11

dPPtC.H!t'

an above if

HI:~PAIH

fJP t

file
(filled \... ith

fi,nds a

i)}Hf;CTORY MZU5Tt:R entry is df>l.et'.2'o
Ul"~ r~I fl FC:TOR Y COpy i s n,~t.

the"

Th0 operator has tnree options:
1. Snter Ml~ to have REPAIR copy the COpy entry to the MASTER
entry, thus saving the file's name in the DIRECTORY:
2. Enter "2" to delete both entries, and thus the file:
3. Enter "3" to have REPAIR take no act ton on the flla's
entries and ~ontinu~ the DIRECTORY check.

.._._.--------

----~----.-.--.,--.-

I

I DIRECTORY ENTRY MASTER: DELETED

\

I

I

I

I
I
I

I

!
I

c

Hi.. STEP.

0

p y

I

I

I 333 3 3 J J 333 :,33333
I 7 7 777 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 '7 1 1 7
I 7 7 7 7 7 .] ., 7 J 7 1 '1 7 ., 7 7
I

.*._

2 6

I ENTER: l=COPY->HASTER, .2:.0ELETE BOTH
I *** ARE YOU SURE?
*

'------- .•_----_._._-_....
.-

-,_ .......

...--_ ..

3

0 3 3 0
0 0 6 0

g

;1

1

3=NO

"}

C A l'

C

CHANGE: 1

_-_._----_.--------.-.

I"

I
I
I
I
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
D 7

,,--~---.

The message on th@ last line of the screen
appear whpn the operator has selected and entered
digits ~iven in the option message.
REPAIR will
sure the operator entered
what
he
intended
proceeding to carry out the operation.

above will
one of the
always make
to before

To carry out t he operation selected enter My M.
is entered the option message will be re-displayed.

001
021

If "N"

6 0

/

\

!
I
I
I
i

I

I

M A S 'I' E R

0 J 3 0
0 6 0
b 4 1 C'

I 0
! 2

EwrER:

."'*

COP Y

3
7
r~

T

1 "'COpy ·->f·lASTER,

ARE '{OU SURE? •• '"
j DONE.

C t1 D 7

o
o

3 3 0
0 6 0

264 1 C

2-0ELETE BOTH,
'i

]I.

3
7
C M 0 7

T

3=NO CHANGE:

0 0
0 2
6 0

I
I
t
I
I
I
I

,
I

1

I
I

\-----------------_._-----

/

The screen will appear as above if the operator has
replied "1" to the message above and replied lley" to the
message "*** ARE YOU SURE '? * •• ".
When REPAIR makes any
chanqe to DIRECTORY entries, both entries are re-displayed to
show the operator the results of the change, and the message:
"DONE." is displayed at the bottom of the screen.
No fUrther operator response is required.
/

-_._--_.
\

I

I

i
I
I

C 0 P Y

M A S T E R

I
3 3 3 3
I J 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
7 7 7 7
I 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
7 7 '7 7
I 7 7 "1 -, 7 7 7 7 7 "] "] 7 7 7 7 7
I
I ENTER: 1 =COP'l- >~·1ASTER, 2=DELETE BOTH, 3=NO
I "'It * ARE YOU SURE ? *** Y
I DONE.

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
7 7 "7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 7

.,

I
I
I
I
I
I
0 I
2 I

0
0
6 0

I

I

CHANGE: 2

I
I
/

\

The screen will appear as above if the operator
replied "2" to the messaqe above and replied "Y" to
message "*** P.HE YOU SURE? * •• ".
When REPAIR deletes
entries from the DIRECTORY, the entries are re-displayed
show the operator that the delete has been accomplished,
the message: "DONE." is displayed at the bottom of
screen.
No fUrther operator response is required.
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has
the
the
to
and
the

--~-.--------,.

I

\

I
I
I
M A S T E R
C 0 P Y
I
I
J ) 3 3 3 3 3 3 J 3 3 3 3 3 3
0 3 3 0
i
0 0 6 0
I , 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
2 6 4 1 C A T
I I J 7 "1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 7 1 7
I
I EN'i'ER: l=COP'i ->MASTER, 2-DELETE BOTH, 3=NO CHANGE: 3
I ••• Ar,E YOU SURE ? *** y
'------_... _----

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

')

,J
"J

I

3
7
C M D 7

0 0
0 2

6 0

/

The screen will appear as above if the operator has
replied "3" to the message above and replied UyM to the
message ".** ARE YOU SURE? ***N. REPAIR will make no chan~e
to the entries ~nd will resume the DIRECTORY check.
No fUrther operator response is required.
5.~.1.2

Delet~

Incomplete:
\

/

I
I
I
I
H A S T E R
COP Y
I
I
3
0 3 3 0
I 3 3 3 3 3 3
7
0 0 6 0
I 7 7 1 7 7 7
C M D 7
2 6 4 1 CAT
I 7 7 7 "I 7 7 T
I
I ENTER: l=COP'f->MASTER, 2=DELETE BOTH, 3=NO CHANGE:
DIRECTORY ENTRY MASTER:

DELETE INCOMPLETE

3
7
C M D 7

0 0
0 2
6 0

•

I

'---

/

The screen will appear as above if REPAIR finds a file
for which the DIRECTORY MASTER entry is partially deleted
(partially filled wi~h 0377 1 s) but the DIRECTORY COPY is not.
The operator options and REPAIR actions are the same as
for Qn& entr~ deleted, see section 5.5.1 above.
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5.5.2

~~

5.5.2.1

Address Errors:

~~

Address Invalid

/

\

I DIRECTORY ENTRY MASTER: R.I.B. ADDRESS INVALID
I
I

I
I
I

COP Y

r·1ASTER

I 033 0
I o 0 6 0

3
7

I 064 1 CAT

I
I
I
I
I
I

C('1D7

033 0
o0 6 0
264 1 CAT

3
7
C f.i D 7

I

I ENTER: l=COPY->MASTER, 2=DELETE 80TH, 3=NO CHANGE: •

I

0 0
0 2
6 0

,
I
I
I
I
I

"-----_._-

I

The screen will appear as ahove if REPAIR finds
DIRECTORY MASTER entry with an invalid R.I.B. address.

(i

In ttli s example, the R. I. B. address of the DIRECTORY
MASTER (the area in the box) is invalid because the cylinder
address is 000.
The R.I.B. address is the first byte and the bottom two
digi ts of the second byte of a DIRECTORY entry.
The first
byte is the cylinder address and to be valid must be an octal
number in the range 001 thru 202 inclusive.
The bottom two
diqits of the second byte define the sector address and to be
valid must be one of the following:
00, 06, 14, 22, 40, 46, 54, 62

The operator has three options:

1. Enter

"1" to have REPAIR copy the COpy entry R.I.B.
address to the MASTER entry R.I.B. a6dress1
2. Enter "2" to delete both entries, and thus the file:
3. Enter "3" to have REPAIR take no action on the file's
entries and resume the DIRECTORY check.
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/

------_._--_._._-_._._-----

\

I DIRECTORY ENTRY MASTER: R.I.B. ADDRESS INVALID

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

HAS T E R
0 3 3 0
0 0 6 0
0 6 4 1 CAT

COP Y
3
7
C M D 7

.
0

3

0 3 3 0
0 0 6 0
2 6 4 1 CAT

7
C MD 7

0 0
0 2
6 0

I

I ENTER: l=COPY->MASTER, 2=DELETE BOTH, 3=NO CHANGE:
I *** ARE YOU SURE ? ***

1

*

\

1

The message on the last 1 ine of the screen above wi 11
appear it the operator has replied "I" to the message above.
To carry out the operation selected enter My".
\

/
DI~ECTORY

ENTRY MASTER: R.I.B. ADDRESS INVALID

I
I
I
I
I
I
001
021
6 0 ,

I
I
I

-----------------------------------------------------1
The message on the last line of the screen above will
appear if the operator replied "Y" to the message "*** ARE
YOU SURE? ***".
Enter "Nil to have REPAIR copy QtiL¥. the R.I.B. address
from the copy entry to the MASTER entry.
Enter "Y" to have
REPAIR copy the entire COPY. entry to the MASTER entry.
The "MOVE ENTIRE ENTRY 1" option is given to enable the
opera tor to correct many types of errors in an erroneous
entry a t one time, rather than correct each error as it is
found.
If the operator can recocmize a severely destroyed
entry the first time he sees it, this option can enable hi~
to REPAIR the DIRECTORY more quickly.
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I

I DIRECTORY ENTRY MASTER & COpy: R.I.B. ADDRESSES NOT EQUAL
I
I
I
MAS T E R
COP Y
I
I

10330

10060

303 3 0
700 6 0
C MD 7
364 1 CAT

\

300
702
C M D 7
6 0

I 264 1 CAT
I
I ENTER: l=MASTER->COPY, 2=COPy->r.1ASTER, 3-DELETE BOTH, 4=NO CHANGE: #
I

'-.

/

The screen will appear as above 1f REPAIR finds a file with
DIRECTORY entries with R.I.B. addr~ss that are both valid but not
equa 1.
In this example, the R.I.B.
and in the COpy is 003,06.

address in the MASTER is 002,06

The operator has four options:
1. Enter "1" to have REPAIR copy the MASTER entry R.I.B. address to
the COpy entry R.I.B. address:
2. Enter "2" to have REPAIR copy the copy entry R.I.B. address to
the MASTER entry R.I.B. address:
). Enter "3 M to have REPAIR delete both entries, and thus the file:
4. Enter .. 4 II to have REPAIR take no action on the fi Ie's entries
and resume the DIRECTORY check.

It it is not obvious by visual inspection of the DIRECTORY
en tries which is in error, the opera tor should note the R. I. B.
address as given by each DIRECTORY entry, and enter "4". If REPIAR
later discovers PFN and LRN errors in the actual R.I.B.s for the
file (see section 5.8), then the operator can be fairly sure the
DIRECTORY MASTER entry for the file is in error, since only the
DIRECTORY MASTER entry is used to determine the R.I.B. address of a
file for the R.I.B. check phase of REPAIR.
If the operator wants to make very sure which, if either, of
the DIRECTORY entries is correct, he can use the DISK DUMP program
to look at the file after REPAIR has finished execution (see
section 6.5).
When it is d~termined which DIRECTORY entry for the file has
the correct R.I.B. address, the operator can execute REPAIR aqain,
this time enterincr "1" or "2" as appropriate to correct the
erroneous DIRECTORY entry.
If neither entry is correct, and it would be easier to modify
the DIRECTORY entries for the file than to delete th~m and
re-create the file, refer to section 6.5.
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5.5.3

~

Protection H2t Some:

/

I DIRECTORY ENTRY MASTER & COpy: FILE PROTECTION
I
I ENTRY HASTER: WRITE PROTECTION
ENTRY COpy: NO PROTECTION
I
MAS T E R :
I
I
3
0 0 3 0
I 0 3 3 0
7
0 0 6 0
I 0 0 6 0
C M0 7
2 6 4 1 C A
I 2 6 4 1 CAT
I
I ENTER:l=DELETE ENTRIES,2 a NO CHANGE:PROTECTION:
I
\

\

NOT SAME

COP Y.

T

.
3
7
C M 0 7

3=NONE,4-DELETE,5=WRITE: •

The screen will appear as above if REPAIR finds a file
with DIRECTORY entries with protection not the same.
In thi s example, the DIRECTORY MASTER entry has WRITE
protection indicated for the file, while the DIRECTORY COpy
entry has no protection indicated for the file. Note: where
the bits for both WRITE and DELETE protection are set, WRITE
protection has precedence, since WRITE protection implies
DELETE protection.
The protection indication is in the top two bits (top
digit) of the second byte of a DI~ECTORY entry.
If the top
bit is set on (the digit is 2) then the DIRECTORY entry
indicates that the file is DELETE protected.
If the bottom
bit is set on (the digit is 1 or 3) then the DIRECTORY entry
indicates that the file is WRITE protected.
If neither of
the top bits is set on (the digit is 0) then the DIRECTORY.
entry indicates NO protection for the file, that is, that the
tile is unprotected.
The operator has five options:

1. Enter "1" to have REPAIR delete both entries, and thus the
file:
2. Enter "2" to have REPAIR take no action on the file's
entries and resume the DIRECTORY check:
3. Enter "3" to have REPAIR set both entries to indicate NO
protection:
4. Enter "4" to have REPAIR set both entries to indicate
DELETE protection:
~. Enter
"5" to have REPAIR set both entries to indicate
WRITE protection.
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0 0
0 2
6 0

/

5.5.4 Lengtb Limit Error§:
5.5.4.1 Length Limit Inyalid:
/

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

------,--

,,
,I

\

DIRECTORY ENTRY MASTER: LENGTH LIMIT INVALID

MAS
033 3
o0 7 7
2 6 7 7 CAT

COpy:

T E R :

3

7
C M D 7

o
o

I
I
3

3 3 0

0 6 0
264 1 CAT

7
C M D 7

00'
a 2 I
6 0

I

II

EnTER: l=COPY->MASTER, 2=DELETE BOTH, 3=NO CHANGE: #

'----_.

_I

The screen will appear as above if REPAIR finds
DIRECTORY MASTER entry with an invalid length limit.

a

The LENGTH LIMIT of a DIRECTORY entry is the contents of
the third and fourth bytes of the entry. The third byte is
the least significant portion, and the fourth byte is the
most significant portion of a 16-bit number.
The LENGTH LIMIT of a DIRECTORY entry is invalid if it
exceeds the maximum number of user-available physical records
(sectors) on the pack, which is 9,696 records.
In two-byte
octal, 9,696 is (LSP) 341 (MSP) 045.
The operator has three options:
1. Enter "1" to have REPAIR copy the copy entry LENGTH LIMIT

to the MASTER entry LENGTH LIMIT.
2. Enter "2" to have REPAIR delete both entries, and thus the
file:
3. Enter "3" to have REPAIR take no action on the file's
entries and resume the DIRECTORY check.
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5.5.4.2 Length Limits

~

Equal:

/

I DIRECTORY ENTRY MASTER: LENGTH LIMIT GREATER THAN COpy ENTRY LENGTH LIMIT
I
I
I
COP Y
MAS T E R
I
I
3
0 0
3
0 3 3 0
I 0 3 3 0
7
0 2
0 0 6 0
7
I 0 0 6 0
6 0
CM D 7
C M D 7
2 6 4 1 CAT
I 2 6 4 2 CAT
I
I ENTER: 1=MASTER->COPY, 2-COPY->MASTER, 3-DELETE BOTH, 4=NO CHANGE: *
I

\

.

.

'-

The screen will appear as above if aEPAIR finds a file
DIRECTORY MASTER entry with a LENGTH LIMIT that is
qreater than the DIRECTORY COPY entry LENGTH LIMIT.
wi th a

In this example, the LENGTH LIMIT in the MASTER
(MSP,LSP) 002 364, and in the COpy is (MSP,LSP) 001 364.

1s

The operator has four options:
1. Enter "I" to have REPAIR copy the MASTER entry LENGTH
LIMIT to the COpy entry LENGTH LIMITI
2. Enter "2" to have REPAIR copy the copy entry LENGTH LIMIT
to the MASTER entry LENGTH LIMIT:
3. Enter "3" to have REPAIR delete both entries, and thus" the
file;
4. Enter "4" to have REPAIR take no action on the file" s
entries and resume the DIRECTORY cheek.
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I

,.5.5 Narle-ExtensioD li2.t. Equal:
I

\

I DIRECTORY ENTRY MASTER & COpy: NAME-EXTENSION NOT EQUAL
I
I
I
til A S m... E R
COP Y •
I
I

.

3
0 3 3 0
3
I 0 3 3 0
0
0
6
0
7
0
7
0
6 0
I
2
6
4
1
CAT X X X X X C M D 7
I
2 6 4 1 CAT
C M D 7
I
I ENTER: 1=f'1ASTER->COPY, 2=COPY ->MASTER, J-DELETE BOTH, 4=NO CHANGE: I
I

'---

The screen will appear as above if REPAIR finds a file
DIRECTORY
entries
that
do
not
have
the
same
NAME/EXTENSION.
wi th

The NAME/EXTENSION of a DIRECTORY entry is located in
bytes 5 through 15 inclusivelyThe NAME/EXTENSION of a
DIRECTORY entry (and the file) is the normal means by which
the file is identified and manipulated, especially from the
DOS keyboard facilityNote that REPAIR does not seek or identify as erroneous
files with NAME/EXTENSIONS that contain non-ASCII characters,
since by DOS rules non-ASCII characters are perfectly legal
in the NAME/EXTENSION field.
The operator has four options:
1. Enter

"I"
to
have
REPAIR
copy
the
MASTER
entry
NAME/EXTENSION to the copy entry NAME/EXTENSION:
2. Enter
"2"
to
have
REPAIR
copy
the
copy
entry
NAME/EXTENSION to the MASTER entry NAME/EXTENSION:
3. Enter "3" to have REPAIR delete both entries, and thus the
file:
4. Enter "4" to have REPAIR take no action on the f1le# s
entries and resume the DIRECTORY check.
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0 0
0 2
6 0

/

I

I

\
DIRECTORY ENTRY f-1ASTI--:R:

I

LAST BYTE NOT 0377

I

I
I

I

I
I

COP

[1 .C\ S T E R

o

10330

I

U U 6

o

U

12641CAT

I
I
I

ENTER:

C M D 0

l=COPY->t1ASTER,

o
o

Y :
3

001

0 6 0

7
C M D 7

021

264 1 CAT

2=SET BOTH 0377,

3==DELETE BOTH,

4=NO CHANGE #

thi s example,
entry is 000.

a

the last byte of the DIRECTORY MASTER

?he last byte of a DIRECTORY entry is not used by DOS
1.1 or 1.2 and should always hp 377 for [HIcks used only hy
thes~ versions nf the DOS.
The operator has three options:

1. Enter "1" to have REPAIR copy the COpy entry last byte to
the MASTER entry last byte:

2. Enter "2" to have REPAIR set the last byte of both entries
to 0377:
J. Cnter "3" to have REPAIR delete both entries, and thus the
4.

tile:
Enter "4" to have REPAIR take no action
entries and resume the DIRECTORY check.
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I
I
I

. _ - -____._1

..

The
screen will
appear as above i f REPAIR finds
DIP-ECTORY J1ASTER entry with a last byte that is not 0377.
In

6 0

I

'------_._-------_._-----_.. _._- --_._._.-_._.__._--_

I

3 3 0

on

the

file'£j

~.~

I

I
I
I
I

Retrieval Information Blocks cbpck.

__._-----------_._._-

----_.

RIB t1ASTER:

\

RIB COpy:

(PFN 000)

*

*

*
*
*

I
I
I

o
o
o

*

I
I
I
I
I

0
0

0

__ .___ 1

'The
screen
appears
Information Blocks check.

as

above

during

the

Retreival

The REPAIR program checks Retrieval Information Blocks
(R.I.B."s) for all files in the DIRECTORY with a valid R.I.B.
address,
in the order of the files'
occurence in th~
DIRECTORY.
The three-diqit octal number after "PFN" in the
top line will indicate the actual Physical File Number
currently bein~ checked.
The two vertically-displayed octal
numbers at the
right of
the
screen provide the same
information as the DIRECTORY check monitor described in
section 5.4.
There are two R.I.B.'s for each file, a MASTER and a
COPY. The R.I.B. MASTER is the very first record in the file
and the R.I.B. COpy is the second record in the file.
Each
R.I.B. uses one full physical disk record.
Refer to the DOS
SYSTEM i1ANUl\L,
section 3.1,
for
a
description of the
structure of the R.I.B.s.
It REPAIR detects any errors in the R.I.B. MASTER, a
message describing the class of error will be displayed in
thA portion of the screen under the heading "R.I.B. MASTER:".
If REPAIR detects any errors in the R. I. B. COpy, a message
wi 11 b0 di splayed in the portion of the screen under the
hnading "R.I.B. COpy:".
The PFN indicator and the cycle monitor numbers are
increMented and displayed for each entry in the DIRECTORY.
~he column ot asterisks is displayed only while the R.I.n."s
for a tile are actually beinq checked.
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5.7 Retrieval InformatioD Blocks errors:

I

\

(PFN 000)
RIB COPY:
PFN ERROR
LRN ERROR
* PFN ERROR
LRN ERROR
4TH BYTE NOT 0377
* 4TH BYTE NOT 0377
1ST SEG.DES. ERROR
* 1ST SEG.DES. ERROR
HULTIPLE ALLOCATION 00001
* MULTIPLE ALLOCATION 00001
CYL.ADR.OVERFLOW
CYL.ERROR
* CYL.ADR.OVERFLOW
CYL.ERROR
RIB T~RMINATOR ERROR
* RIB TERMINATOR ERROR
RIB MASTER:

'---_._-_._----

-------------------------------------------------_1

The screen will appear as above if REPAIR finds errors
in the R.I.B.
MASTER or COpy for a file.
RQte lhAt ~ 21
~ messages giyen in ~ example aboye ~ n2t necessarily
appear.
The pictogram above shows the screen as it would
appear while ~ R.I.B. check .lUJl in progreos.
The next
pictogram shows the state of the screen when the R.I.B. check
has finished and has displayed the file's DIRECTORY MASTER
entry and is ready for operator response.
Below is a discussion of each of the messages in the
screen above.
In the above pictogram all possible messages
are shown in their respective positions for both the R.I.B.
MASTER and the R.I.B. COpy.
Note that Since the R.I.B.
MASTER and COpy have the same formats, (indeed, normally they
are exact duplicates of each other. except for their Loqical
Record Number [LRN)
they can have the same errors.
There are two types of errors that a R.I.B. may have:
simple and complex.
If REPAIR finds only one simple error in
only one of the R.I.B.'s then the operator will be given the
option of having REPAIR correct the error.
If multiple
simple errors or any complex errors are detected then the
errors are too serious for REPAIR to cope with and will only
give the operator a choice between deleting the file or
making no change at all.
However, even with multiple or
complex errors the file may be saveable: refer to section
6.7.

£rN.

ERROR

This message is displayed if the first byte of the
R.I.B. is not the file's Physical ~ Number (PFN). This is
a Simple error and is correctable under the conditions qiven
ahove.
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lJ.lli. ERROR

This message is displayed for the R.I.B. MASTER if the
RecQrd Number (LRN) 1s not zero, and for the R.I.B.
COpy if the LRN is not one. This is a simple error and is
correctable under the conditions given above.
LQgi~

This message is displayed if the 4th byte of the R.I.B.
is not 0377. When the DOS object code loader loads a program
into memory it skips over disk records with a 0377 in the 4th
byte: since the R.I.8.'s of a file are not part of the object
code of a file their fourth byte should always be 0371 so the
loader will not attempt to load them to memory.
This is a
simple error and is correctable under the conditions given
above.

Expanded: First Segment Descriptor Error. This message
is displayed if the first segment descriptor of the R.I.B.
does not pOint to itself. Since the R.I.B.'s are the first
two records in any file, they will always be in the first
cluster.
The first segment descriptor must point to the
beginnlnq of the file, which is the cluster where the
R.I.B.'s are.
l-1ULTIPLE ALLOCATION Q.QQOl
This message ls displayed if REPAIR discovers that,
according to the R.I.B.'s SEGMENT DESCRIPTORS, two or more
SEGMEN'fS
of
the
fl1e
overlap.
Specifically,
SEGMENT
DESCRIPTORS identify CLUSTERS on the disk which belong to the
qiven file. It one or more of these CLUSTERS is indicated as
belonging to more than one SEGMENT, then there is MULTIPLE
ALLOCATION of CLUSTERS.
The
five diqit octal number
indicates how many CLUSTERS are multiply allocated.
~ApR.QVERFLQH

This message is displayed if REPAIR discovers a SEGMENT
DESCRIPTOR which indicates that a SEGMENT overruns the
physical end of the disk.
Of course, it is not actually
possible for a file to extend beyond the upper limit of the
disk space, but it is possible for a SEGMENT DESCRIPTOR to
erroneously indicate this. For example, a SEGMENT DESCRIPTOR
might say, in effect:
"This SEGMENT begins at the last
CLUSTER on the disk and extends for ten CLUSTERS."
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CXL.ERROR
This message is displayed if REPAIR discovers a SEGMENT
DESCRIPTOR with a cylinder address that is either 0 (always
reserved for the CLUSTER ALLOCATION TABLE and the DIRECRTORX)
or greater than 202 (the last cylinder on a disk).

RlR

TERMINATOR ERROR

This message is displayed if REPAIR discovers a R.I.B.
that has an incorrect terminator.
The logical end of a
R.I.B. is indicated by either the actual physical end of the
disk record or a pair of 0377'5. A 0377 in the first byte of
a SEGMENT DESCRIPTOR but a non-0377 in the second byte
defines a TERMINATOR ERROR.

/

\

I PFN ERROR
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I DELETE THE FILE

*

*
*
*
*
*

3
7
C M D 7

0 J 3 0
0 4 6 0
2 0 4 1 C HAN G E
'? #

'-

/

The
screen will appear as above when REPAIR has
completed the R.I.B. check for a file whose R.I.8.s had only
on~ simple error.
Note that the screen is rolled up one line
so that the heading containing the PFN is no longer
displayed.
However, the DIRECTORX MASTER entry for the file,
(containing the NAME/EXTENSION for the file) is displayed
under the error message area.
To simpl y have REPAIR delete
attempt to save the file enter "N".
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the

fi Ie enter "X...

To

/

I
I
I
I
I
0 3 3
I
0 4 6
I
2 0 4
I
I
I
I DELETE THE FILE ? N
I WRITE CORRECTION TO DISK ?

\

*
*
*
*
*

0
0
1 C H 1\ N G E

3
7
C M D 7

#

'-

I
The message on the last line of the screen above will
appear if the operator replied "NW to the message above.
Enter
"'I."
to
information to the
check.

/

have REPAIR write the correct
R.I.B. in error and resume the

R.I.B.
R.I.B.

--------------------------------------------

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I DELETE THE FILE ? N
I ~RITE CORRECTION TO DISK ? N
I FILE SPACE wILL NOT BE ALLOCATED. #

'---------.--------------------------------------------------_-------1
The message on the last line of the screen above will
appear if the operator replied "N" to the message above.
REPAIR will not allocate space to a file if there is any
uncorrectable error in either of the R.I.B."s.
REPAIR will wait until the operator depresses the ENTER
key before resuming the R.I.B. check.
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-----

/

\

*
*
*
*
*

0 3 3 0
0 0 6 0
2 0 4 1 C HAN G E

3

7

C M0 7

RIBS' SEGMENT DESCRIPTORS NOT EQUAL.
DELETE THE FILE ? #

'-----------

~------.----------------------------------------------_/

The messages on
will appear if the
individually have no
same segments for the

the last two lines of the screen above
R.I.B. MASTER and COpy for a file
format errors but do not describe the
file.

Enter "Y" to have REPAIR delete the file from the
DIRECTORY.
Enter "N" to have REPAIR make no chanqe to the
file and resume.the R.I.B. check.
NOTE that whether or not the file is deleted, REPAIR
will not allocate any space on disk for the file.
Refer to
the pictogram and discussion above.

Refer to the pictogram in section 4.8.
When all of the R.I.B.s for all of the files on the disk
have been checked. REPAIR will count the number of files with
uncorrected R.I.B. format errors and the number of files with
no R.I.B. format errors and will display the counts on the
screen. The files that do have R.I.B. format errors will not
be allocated space on disk and will not be processed in the
CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE (below).
~.9

Cluster Allocation Phase,

~ ~

Refer to the pictogram in section 4.9.
The CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE of REPAIR re-constructs in
memory the ,C. A. T. from the information in the R. I. B. s of
files that have no R.I.B.
format errors.
The CLUSTER
ALLOCATION PHASE consists of three passes.
The first pass
makes one pass through all the files on the pack with no
R.I.B. format errors and bUilds in memory two C.A.T.'s: one
for all files that have no space (cluster allocation)
contlicts with other files and a second for files which do
have cluster allocation conflicts.
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5.10 Cluster Allocation Phase,

~ ~

Refer to the p1ctogram in section 4.10.
The second pass of the CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE
t"3nother pass through all the files allocated to the
C.A.T. and finds any that may have conflicts with
allocated to the second C.A.T., and removes those
space allocation from the first C.A.T. and allocates
space to the second C.A.T.
~.11

<Cluster Allocation Phase,-

makes
first
space
files"
their

~ ~

Refer to the pictogram in section 4.11
The third pass of the CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE does an
analysis on
any two
files
with disk
space
(cluster
allocation)
conflicts with each other and displays the
results of the analysis on the screen (see section 5.12
below).
If no files have cluster allocation conflicts REPAIR
displays the CLUSTER ALLOCATION TABLE REPLACEMENT message
(see section 5.13 below).
5.12 Cluster Allocation conflicts:
\

/

I PFN 200

PFN 220
10030
300 3 0
3
10060
700 6 0
7
1 3 0 4 1 SIN
C MD 7
364 1 SOU T
C MD 7
I # OF CLUSTERS IN FILE: 00001
, OF CLUSTERS IN FILE: 00002
I i OF CONFLICTING FILES: 002
CONFLICTING FILE I 001
I # OF CONFLICTING CLUSTERS: 00001
I OF CONFLICTING CLUSTERS: 00001
I # OF CORRECT PFN/LRN: 00004 OF 00006 I OF CORRECT PFN/LRN: 00000 OF 00006

I
I
I
,

I
I
I
,

I
I
I
I
I ENTER: DELETE FILE: 1=LEFT, 2=RIGHT, 3=BOTH: 4=NO CHANGE: #
I
I ______________________________________________________________________________________ 1I
'The screen appears as above (in general, specific words
will vary) if REPAIR finds two files with cluster allocation
conflicts - that is, if two files have according to their
respective R.I.B.'s been allocated in whole or in part, the
same clusters on disk.
The 1"'Oss1 ble combinations of file cluster allocation
conflicts are myriad. One file may have conflicts with only
one other file.
One file may have conflicts with many other
files.
r~any
files may have conflicts with many files in
different combinations of numbers.
REPAIR

handles any possible
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combination of

files wi th

cluster allocation conflicts by dealing with only two tiles
at a tirne.
1'.5 in the above example, the DIRECTORY MASTER
entry (and f~me additional information) for a tile is
dispal~'ed on the left of the screen, and the DIRECTORY MASTER
entry (and some additional information) for a file that has
cluster allocation conflicts with it is displayed on the
riqht of the screen.
As long as the file on the left of the screen is not
deleted, all of the files that have cluster allocation
conflicts with it will be displayed in turn on the right of
thr" screen.
Whp.n all of the cluster allocation conflicts
with the file on the left of the screen have be~n dealt with,
then the next file with cluster allocation conflicts will be
displayed on the left of the screen, and all files that have
cluster allocation conflicts with it will be displayed in
turn on the right of the screen, and so on until all files
that have cluster allocation conflicts have been dealt with.
The information displayed for the two files havin~
clu5tf'r allocation conflicts is to quide the operator in
deciding amonq the four options qiven by REPAIR.
For
explanation ot the messages see section 5.13.1 following.
The REPAIR program corrects a
conflict by deleting one of the files
files are involved in cluster allocation
operator will probably want to enter -4"
so that he can accumUlate the information
which files should be deleted and which
(that is, REPAIR will be executed twice,
the information about clunter allocation
to actually delete files).

cluster allocation
invloved.
If many
conflicts, then the
after each display
necessary to decide
should be retained
once to gather all
conflicts and once

Specifically, the operator has four options:
1. Enter "1" to have REPAIR delete the file indicated
left of the screen:
2. Enter "2 " to have REPAIR delete the file indicated
right of the screen:
3. Enter "3" to have REPAIR delete both of the files:
4. Enter "4 " to have REPAIR take no action on either
files and resume the CLUSTER ALLOCATION PHASE, PASS
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on the

on

th~

of the
3.

~.12.1.

Cluster Allocation Phase,

~

lL Mes§aoes

The explanations below describe the information qiven in
the respective messaqes and how the operator can interpn~t
th~ information.

This message ryives the PHYSICAL ~ NUMBER of the file
whos(' DIRECTORY r'~ASTER entry is displayed immediately helow
it.
The PFN is a means of identi fying the file besides the
NAME/EXTENSION Cliven in the DIRECTORY entry.
Additionally,
the PFN of a file tells the file's relative location in the
DIRECTORY (refer to the DOS SYSTEM MANUAL, section 3.1,
discussion of
the DIRECTORY).
This information can be
useful, ~specially with a relatively new pack, in indicatin~
which files are older and which are newer.
DIB~CTORY

HAST~R

entry

The DIRECTORY entry for a file provides the fundamental
means of identifying the file on the disk.
The DIRECTORY
entry contains information as follows:
The J2hy§ical ~ (!ddre§§ of the beginning of the file is
given in the first byte and the lower two diqits of the
second byte.
The first byte is the cylinder address and
the
lower
two
digit~
of
the
second
byte
is
the
track/sector address.
Since the B.I .B." § are the first
two records in the file, this address points to the file's
F..I.B.'s.
'i'he PROTECTION of the file is «Jiven in the top digit of
the second byte.
1 or 3 = wri te protection: 2 = delete
protection: 0 = no protection.
The LOGICAL RECORQ NUMBER :r.,XMIT is given
(LSP) and fourth (MSP) byte of the file,
binary number.

in the third
as a 16-bit

The NAMELEXIENSION of the file is given in the 5th throuqh
12th byte ~nd the 13th throu~h 15th byte respectively.
7he la st nyte nf the DIRECTORY entry is not used by DOS
1.1 or 1.2 and should always be 377 for packs used only by
th05P. versions of OOS.
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!

Q[ CLUSTER~

a

5-di~it

IN

FILE: OOQOQ

This message gives the number of clusters in the file as
octal number.

Besides givinq the operator an indication of the size of
the file, it can be compared to the number of clusters in the
tile involved 1n cluster allocation conflicts (below), to
give a relativ~ indication of what percent of the file may be
in error! Q£ CONFLICTING FILES: QQQ

This message gives the number of files (in octal) that
conflict with the file displayed on the left of the screen.
If the number is very larCfe, and the f1 Ie not very
important to the opera tor, then the opera tor may decide to
delete the file rather than look at all of the files that
have cluster allocation cortflicts with it.

! Ql CQNFLICTINQ CLUSTERS: QQQQO
Thi s message qi ves the number (in octa 1) of cl usters
that are in conflict for the entire file.
If the file has
conflicts with many files then this number will almost always
be larger than the corresponding number on the right side of
the displayThe number of conflicting clusters for a file can give
the operator a quantitative indication of possible damage to
the file.
~

Q[ CORRECT PFN/LRN: OOQQQ Qt QOOOO

This message qives. the number of records in the file
that have the correct DOS header information in them (being
the PFN in the first byte of the physical record and the LRN
in the second and third bytes of the record) 12x ~ clusters
.t..hA.:t. An 111 conflict lti.tb other files, and the number of
records in the clusters that are in conflict.
Both of the
numbers are in octal.
If a record in a contested cl uster does not have the
correct PFN/LRN information, then it has probably been
overwritten by a record of a file that also claims the
cluster.
This message gives the operator an indication of actual
damage to the file.
If the number of correct PFN/LRN is
high, then there is little damaqe to the file and the R.I.B.
for the tile is probably correct. If the number of correct
PFN/LRN is very low, then the file has probably been
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overwritten
incorrect.

by

5.12.1.2 Right

another
~

file

and/or

the

file's

R.I.B.

is

Q1 Screen

Same as for left side of screen.
DIRECTORY MASTER entrY
Same as for left side of screen.

1 QE CLUSTER§ lH FILE: CQOOO
Same as for left side of screen.
CONFLICTltlG

lll.£ t

Q..Q.Q

This message provides a counter (in octal) to help the
operator keep track of which file among several that he is
dealinq wi th which the file on the left of the screen has
cluster allocation conflicts.
This number can never exceed
the ~ Ql CONFLICTING [ILES: QQQ count.
J. Q1: CONFLICTING CLUSTERS: 00000

Thi s message <1 i ves the number (in octa 1) of clusters
that are in conflict between the files indicated on the left
and right of the screen.

i Q1: CORRECT P[N/LRN: OQQOO Qr QQQQO
This message gives the number of records in the file
that have the correct DOS header information in them (PFN and
LRN) i.Q.[ .tb cluster~ .t.hA.1 An in conflict ~ .t.Wl L1...l.e
indicated .Wl .t.hft .le..U .Q,t ..t.b.!: screen, and the number of
records in the clusters that are in conflict. Both of these
numbers are in octal.
Refer to the discussion under this message for the left
side of the screen.
5.13 Cluster Allocation Table Replacement.
Refer to the pictogram in section 4.13.
The CLUSTER ALLOCATION TABLE that will be written to
disk is a combination of the C.A.T. for files that had no
cluster allocation conflicts and the C.A.T. for files that
had cluster allocation conflicts but that the operator did
not wish to delete.
The allocation for files with cluster
alloct'3tion conflicts is retained so that if a new file is

created it will not take space that is being used by one of
the un-deleted but erroneous files, thus compounding cluster
allocation conflicts.
Files

~

that will still be listed in the DIRECTORY but
n21 ~ space allocated ~ ~ will be:

Files with an invalid R.I.B. address in their DIRECTORY
r1ASTER entry:
Files with any uncorrected error in either R.I.B.
The reason disk space is not allocated to these files is
that if REPAIR cannot find the R.I.B. for a file or if the
R. I. B. ha s uncorrected errors then REPAIR ha s no way of
knowing where the file's clusters should be located.
Any
files of this class are best OUTed or SOUTed to cassette (if
possible) and KILLed before any new data i!1 loaded to disk.

5.14

~

Q.f REPAIR Execution.

Refer to tha pictogram in section 4.14.
When the REPAIR program has finished execution it goes
into a dead loop; that is, it executes a JUMP to self.
This
"locks up" the processor until the operator takes some
specific ation, such as putting a LOO program cassette in the
rear deck and depressing RESTART.
REPAIR cannot assume that
the DOS is loadahle so it does not return to the DOS.
If the
auto-restart tab were punched out of the cassette in the rear
deck and REPAIR executed STOP at end-of-job, then the 2200
Would attempt to load and execute the cassette in the rear
deck, which the operator may not wish to happen.
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b.

l1AXIMAL OPERATOR INTERFACE.

This section of the USER'S GUIDE discusses a variety of
thingG that can go wronq on a disk pack and how REPAIR can be
used to deal with those problems. This section is for users
who are interested in understanding the DOS disk data
structure for its own sake, with emphasis, of course, on
problems that can occur.
To use this section of the USER'S GUIDE requires that
the user have a copy and understand the use of the DISK DUMP
program.
The ability to use the 2200 Assembler will be
mandatory in some cases.
This section of the USER'S GUIDE assumes that the REPAIR
program is used as an error-findinq tool, and that the user,
wi th the aid of the DISK DUMP program and special programs
that he can create, can fix errors that develop on the disk.
A specific example is the case of a file with bad R.I.B.'s.
REPAIR can tell the operator that the file's R.I.B.'s contain
errors. DISK DUMP can be used to determine the magnitude of
the damage to the R.I.B.·s, and, if necessary, where the
file's records actually are on disk.
If necessary, the user
can create a Simple Assembly language program to re-create
the file" s R. I.B.' s on disk.
Sometimes it will be less
effort to re-create a file"s R.I.B.'s than to re-create the
file itself.
Thi s section of the USER'S GUI DE follows the section
numberinq scheme of the two previous sections, MINIMAL and
HEDIAL OPERATOR INTERFACE.
When a facet of REPAIR operation is discussed more
appropria tely e1 sewhere in the USER" S GUIDE, the di scussion
is not repeated in this section, but the user is referred to
the section containing the discussion.
6.1 Executing FEPAIB.

Refer to the discussion in section 5.1.
6.2

~~

An£ Qriye Number Specification:

Refer to the discussion in section 5.2.
6.3

Cylind~r

LQck-Qut.

Refer to the discussion in section 5.).
If the user is not
locked out on a pack, or
cylinders were flaqqed or
can be used to look at the

sure whether cylinders have been
there is not a record of which
locked out, the DISK DUMP proryram
cylinders on disk.
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If a cylinder has never been written to, then it will
give a C.R.C. error for any sector in it.
To find such
cylinders, the operator needs to put the DISK DUMP program in
screen mode, cylinder address mode, and increment the address
through the disk.
The first sector of each cylinder will be
read each time the "I" key is depressed, and any cylinder not
previously Written to will cause the DISK DUMP program to
display the C.R.C. error message and abort the screen mode.
Cylinders that have been reserved for special use can be
recognized by the formatting of their sectors. Sectors that
have not been used by the normal DOS routines will not have
the special DOS header information in the first three bytes.
The first byte is the PFN (Physical File Number) of the file,
and the second and third bytes give the LRN (Logical Record
Number) of the record in the file.
For records that .hAD
been wri tten by the normal DOS, each block of six record s
will have the same first byte, and the second and third bytes
will be incremented by one (LSP, MSP).
6.4 Directory Check Monitor:

Refer to the discussion in section 5.4.
It a page in the DIRECTORY has been accidentally
overwritten by a record from a file, then REPAIR will find
many errors 1n that DIRECTORY page.
If while executing
REPAIR the operator notices that there are quite a few errors
in the DIRECTORY, he can note the DIRECTORY page address, or
the actual sector address in cylinder 0, in the PIRECTORY
check monitor.
(The left number of the DIRECTORY check
monitor is the physical sector number of the DIRECTORY page.)
USing DISK DUMP the operator can look at the bad DIRECTORY
page(s). On very rare occasions a disk drive miss-seek may
cause a record to be written in the DIRECTORY instead of in a
file. If there has been damage to the C.A.T. then file space
may be allocated in the DIRECTORY.
If the damage is only to one copy of the DIRECTORY (the
usual case) then REPAIR can recover the DIRECTORY. However,
the operator may wi sh to use DISK DUMP to look at the
DIRECTORY to see if, by examining the data there, he can
determine if an error in a user program has caused the
DIRECTORY to be overwri tten.
Clues to such events can be
<'Tleaned by noting the first byte of the record (which would
be a file PFN), for example.
6.5 DirectQLY Errors.

Refer to the discussion in section 5.5 and 6.4 above.

6-.2

6.6

R~trieval

Information Block§ Check.

Refer to the discussion in 5.6.
6.7 Retrieyal Information Blocks

Errors~

Refer to the discussion in 5.7.
The following di scussion gives an example of how the
user can go about re-constructing one or both damaged
R.I.B.'s for a file. Only the case of complex errors (errors
in the segment descriptors) is considered because REPAIR is
capable of correcting simple errors.
Complex R.I.B. errors can come in infinctely many kinds
and combinations.
The REPAIR diagnostics will describe
specific errors, but if the user is considering fixing a
R.I.B. he must examine the R.I.B. himself and determine what
is wrong with it and how to correct it~ Sometimes this will
involve examining records on disk and determining whether or
not the records belong to the file and how they should be
organized in the R.I.B.'s SEGMENT DESCRIPTORS.
Because of
the RQtential complexity of this operation, version 2.1 of
REPAIR
does
not
attempt
the
analysis
necessary
to
re-construct a R.I.B. with complex errors.

A relatively simple-to-fix case might go like this:
1. REPAIR would find a f1 Ie wi th simple and complex errors
in the R.I.B. MASTER.
2. The user would use the DISK DUMP program to look at the
R.I.B.'s and determine that the R.I.B. MASTER had somehow
been completely destroyed, but the format of the R. I. B.
COpy seemed to be correct.
3. Using the information in the SEGMENT DESCRIPTORS of the
R. I. B. COpy, the user would determine that the COpy wa s
correct.
4. 'I'he user would then use the DISK DUMP program CASSETTE
DUMP command to dump the R.I.B. COPY to cassette, then
use the DISK DUMP proaram CASSETTE LOAD command to load
the record to the R.I.ll. MASTER.
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5. The user would run REPAIR again.
This time REPAIR would
find that the R.I.B. MASTER for the file had one simple
error, namely, that the LRN was incorrect. REPAIR could
correct this error.
6. The original error is thus corrected.
6.7.2 A Complex Case.
The worst case of R. I. a. damage could be corrected in
the following manner:
1. REPAIR would find a file with simple and complex errors
in both the R.I.B. MASTER and COpy.
2. The user would use DISK DUMP to look at the R. I.B.· sand
determine that the R. I. B.· s had somehow been completely
destroyed, but that the file following the R.I.B.·s was
not
damaged.
(Thi s
can
happen
when
a
pro'1ram
incautiously uses DOS logical file 0.)
3. USing the MAP and DISK DUMP programs the user
locate and map all of the fi1e·s SEGMENTS on disk.

would

4. Yrom the information about the file's segments, the user
would re-construct the file's R.l.B.'s, and write a
rrogram to write the R.I.B.'s to disk.
~.

As a check on the above, REPAIR would be run to insure
that the new R.I.B.'s for the file did not indicate an
allocation conflict with another file.

6. The error is thus corrected.
b.S Through b.ll

Refer to the discussion in sections 5.8 through 5.11.
6.12 ClustQt Allocatign Conflicts:
Refer to the discussion in section 5.12.
The user may wi sh to use the DISK DUMP program to
inspect the actual data on disk before deleting one or both
of two files with cluster allocation conflicts.
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For a file with cluster allocation conflicts,
five thinqs may be true:

one of

1. The file may have correct R.I.B.'s and all correct
records. (That is, the error is in the file(s) having the
cluster allocation conflict with this file.)
2. The file may have incorrect R.I.B.'s.
3. The

file's space
another file.

4. Another

file

has

been

erroneously

allocated

to

has erroneously been allocated the file'

5

space.
~.

Any combination of 2., 3., and 4. above.

The DISK DUMP program can be used to look at the
R.I.B.'s of files with cluster allocation conflicts.
From
the information given by the SEGMENT DESCRIPTORS the DISK
DUMP program can be used to look at where the file's records
should be on disk.
If the records for the file are where
they should be according to the R.I.B., then the file has no
errors.
NOTE: [Q& FILES ~ ~ INDEXER PATABUS 1 [ILES. ALL Q[
Ili& SPACE ALLOCATER IQ A ~ ~ NOT NECESSARILY ~ ~.
The user will need to be aware of the structure of the files
being examined.
From the information gathered by examination of the
actual data on disk, the user can determine whether a file
has errors and if so, whether corrections should be made, and
if so, what corrections.
In some cases the user may want to
change a file's R.I.B. to relocate the file on disk. This,
of course, would require careful study of the real allocation
of space on the disk and regeneration of the file's R.I.B.'s.
{h13 and 6.14

Refer to the discussion in sections 5.13 and 5.14.
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Appendix A - CYLINDER LOCK-OUT.

This appendix describes the mechanics of lockinq out
cylinders. To accomplish this with the REPAIR proqram does
not require an understanding of the cylinder concept.
Any cylinders that are reserved (locked out) on a disk
will be recorded on a sticker or label on the case of the
pack.
The Ii st of cylinders to be locked out wi 11 look
something like:
FLAGGED CYLINDERS (or TRACKS):
40-50
167
200-202
The following example shows how a list of cylinders as above
would be locked out in the RBPAIR program.

\

/

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

DRIVE NUMBER 0
DO YOU WANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? I
~

/

The screen appears as above when REPAIR is ready to
accept cylinder lock-out instructions.
To lock out cylinders, the operator must enter ·Y·.

A-1

______________________________________________________________ 1
/

\

I
I

I
I

I

I
DATAPOINT DOS 1.2
I
I
I
I
I
I DRIVE NUMBER: 0
I *** ARE YOU SURE? *** f

REPAIR 1.1

1
I
I

t

I

J

I
I
I

~

/

The REPAIR proqram will make sure the operator wants to
lock out cyl inders before acceptinq cyl inder numbers to be
locked out.
To lock out cylinders, the operator must enter ·Y-.

/

\

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
*** ARE YOU SURE? *** Y
CYLINDER NUMBER<S> <8-202>:

REPAIR 1.1

*

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

\~------------------------------------------------------------------------/
The screen will appear as above when REPAIR is ready to
accept the first cylinder(s) to be locked out.
If the operator were lockinq out the cylinders listed
above, he would enter 40-50 and press ENTER.

A-2
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\

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
*** ARE YOU SURE ? *** Y
CYLINDER NUMBER<S> <8-202>: 40-50
CYLINDER NUMBER<S> <8-202>: #

\~------------------------------------------------------------.--------I
The screen appears as above when REPAIR has accepted the
previous cylinder lock out and is ready for the next cylinder
number(s).
Accordinq to the above sample list, the operator would
now enter 167.

I

\

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
*** ARE YOU SURE? *** Y
CYLINDER NUMBER<S> <8-202>: 40-50
CYLINDER NUMBER<S> <8-202>: 167
CYLINDER NUMBER<S> <8-202>: #
'-_______________________________________________________________________
1
The screen appears as above when REPAIR has accepted the
previous lock-out and is ready to accept the next cylinder
number(s).
Accordinq to the above list the operator must now enter
200-202.
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\

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
*** ARE YOU SURE ? *-* Y
CYLINDER NUMBER<S> <8-202>: 40-50
CYLINDER NUMBER<S> <8-202>: 167
CYLINDER NUMBER<S> <8-202>: 200-202
CYLINDER NUMBER<S> <8-202>: #
'-___________________________________________________________________
1
The screen appears as above when REPAIR has accepted the
prev ious lock-out and is ready to accept t he next cyl inder
number(s).
According to the above list the operator has no more
cylinders to lock out.
At this point then, the operator
would merely depress the ENTER key to signal REPAIR that no
more cylinders are to be locked out. REPAIR would proceed
immediately to the cluster allocation table iUl.Q directory
check phase.
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Appendix B - CLUSTER ALLOCATION TABLE errors
and DIRECTORY read/write errors.
This appendix describes messages displayed by the REPAIR
program when it discovers an error (of any kind) in the
CLUSTER AI.LOCATION TABLE (C. A. T.) or a read or wrl te error in·
the DIRECTORY.
These errors are the first type of error checked for by
REPAIR. A format (loqic) error in the C.A.T. is not fatal
(will not cause REPAIR to abort), but will be noted to the
operator. An uncorrectable read or write error in either the
C.A.T. or the DIRECTORY is fatal, because the disk pack is in
very serious trouble if hardware errors occur in either of
these tables.
The REPAIR program does not consider a read error in the
C.A.T. or DIRECTORY fatal until either an attempt to clear
the error by writing back to disk has failed or tbe operator
has instructed REPAIR not to attempt the write.
A write
error to the C.A.T. or DIRECTORY is always fatal.
There is a working (MASTER) and a backup' (COpy) version
of both the C.A.T. and the DIRECTORY.
The examples that tOllow are given in the sequence of
their potential occurence in REPAIR execution.
B~l

CLUSTER ALLOCATION TABLE

~

error.

Note that although this example concerns the C.A.T.
MASTER, the same messages (substituting the word COpy for
MASTER) apply to the C.A.T. COpy.
/

\

f

I
I
I
I
I
t
I
I
I
I
I

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
DO YOU \~ANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N
C.A.T. MASTER READ ERROR
WRITE TO DISK TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR ? •

'-----------------------------------------------------------------_/
The messages on the last two lines of the screen above
will appear when the REPAIR proqram has detected a read error
in the C.A.T. MASTER.
To have REPAIR a ttempt to clear the read error enter
"t": otherwise enter "N".

8-1

I

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ \
DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
DO YOU WANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N
C.A.T. MASTER READ ERROR
WRITE TO DISK TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR ? Y
READ ERROR CLEARED.

'--_.

----------------------------------------------------------------1

The message on the last line of the screen above will
appear when the operator has replied "V· to the message above
and the attempt to clear the read error was successful.
No further operator response is required.

I

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
DO YOU WANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N
C.A.T. MASTER READ ERROR
WRITE TO DISK TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR ? N
READ ERROR UNCORRECTABLE.
THE PACK IS NOT FIXABLE.

\

'-----------------------------------------------------------------1
The messages on the last two lines of the screen above
will appear if the operator replies ANN to the message above
or if the write to disk did not clear the read error. The
REPAIR program will not accept any further commands. To get
any other program rUnning on the computer the operator must
press the RESTART key.
No operator response is required.

B-2

I

\

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
DO YOU WANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N
THE C.A.T. MASTER HAS DEVELOPED A READ ERROR
THE PACK IS NOT FIXABLE.

~--------------------------------------------------------------I
The. messages on the last two lines of the screen above
will appear if a read error occurs when REPAIR reads the
C.A.T. MASTER for the second time during the C.A.T. check..
This read error is automatically considered fatal because it
is evidence of a transient hardware error in the C.A.T.
No operator response is required.
B.2 CLUSTER ALLOCATION TABLE

~

destroyed.

Note that although this example concerns the C.A.T.
MASTER. the same messaqes (transposing the words COpy and
MASTER) apply to the C.A.T. COPY.
I

\

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
YOU \~ANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N
THE C.A.T. MASTER IS DESTROYED
WRITE C.A.T. COpy INTO C.A.T. MASTER ?

REPAIR 1.1

00
~

*
I

The messages on the last two lines of the screen above
will appear when the REPAIR proqram has discovered that the
C.A.T. MASTER is destroyed but the C.A.T. COPY appears to be
valid.
To
f-11\S'rER,

have REPAIR copy the C.A.T. COpy into the C.A.T.
enter "Y·. Otherwise, enter "N".

B-3

1

\

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
DO YOU \'iANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N
THE C.A.T. MASTER IS DESTROYED
WRITE C.A.T. COPY INTO C.~.T. MASTER? Y
DONE.
~

1

The messaqe on the last line of the screen above will
appear when the operator has replied ·Y· to the message above
and the write to the C.A.T. MASTER was successf,ul.
REPAIR
will proceed to check the DIRECTORY (see section 4.4).
NO operator response required.

1

I
I
I
I
I

\

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

I
I DRIVE NUMBER: 0
I DO YOU WANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS

REPAIR 1.1

? N

I THE C.A.T. MASTER IS DESTROYED
I WRITE C.A.T. COPY INTO C.A.T. MASTER ? Y
I DISK WRITE ERROR FOR C.A.T. MASTER.
I THE PACK IS NOT FIXABLE.
'-____________________________________________________________________
1
The messages on the last two lines of the screen above
will appear if a write error occurs when REPAIR tries to
write to the C.A.T. MASTER.
The REPAIR proqr,m will not
accept any further commands.
To qet any other program
runninq on the computer the operator must press the RESTART
key.
No operator response is required.
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I

\

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
DO YOU WANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N
THE C.A.T. MASTER IS DESTROYED
THE C.A.T. MASTER & COPY ARE DESTROYED
THE C.A.T. MASTER & COPY WILL HAVE TO BE RECONSTRUCTED FROM THE R.I.B.'S
\

/

The messaqes on the last three lines of the screen above
will appear if REPAIR discovers that both copies of the
C.A.T. are destroyed.
After the messages are displayed
REPAIR will proceed to check the DIRECTORY (see section 4.4).
B.3 CLUSTER ALLOCATION TABLE copies

~

nQt match.

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

\

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
DO YOU WANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N
C.A.T. MASTER & COPY DO NOT MATCH
THE C.A.T. MASTER & COpy WILL HAVE TO BE RECONSTRUCTED FROM THE R.I.B.'S

~

.1
The messaqes on the last two lines of the screen will
appear when REPAIR has discovered that the C.A.T. MASTER and
COpy versions do not agree with each other. Since it is not
possible for REPAIR to choose which version is correct at
this point, it will proceed to check the DIRECTORY.
No operator response is required.
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Note that althouqh this example concerns the DIRECTORY
MASTER, the same messages (transposinq the words COpy and
MASTER) apply to the DIRECTORY COpy.
I

I
I
I
I

\

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

,,I
I
I
I
I
I

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
DO YOU WANT TO LOC~ OUT CYLINDERS ? N
DIRECTORY PAGE MASTER READ ERROR
WRITE TO DISK TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR ? I

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------I
The messages on the last two lines of the screen above
will appear when REPAIR ha s detected a read error in the
DIRECTORY MASTER.
To have REPAIR a ttempt to clear the read error enter
"t" , other-wise enter"N".

\

OATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
DO YOU \'lANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N
DIRECTORY PAGE MASTER READ ERROR
\~RITE TO DISK TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR ? Y
WRITE COPY PAGE TO MASTER PAGE ? I

~--------------------------------------------------------------------_/
The messaCJe on the last line of the screen above wi 11
appear if the operator has replied My. to the messaqe above.
To have RSPAIR copy the DIRECTORY COpy page to the
DIRECTORY MASTER paqe enter ·Y", otherwise enter "N". If "N"
is entered the DIRECTORY check will continue.
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I

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

\

DRIV~

'-

NUMBER: 0
DO YOU WANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N
DIRECTORY PAGE MASTER READ ERROR
WRITE TO DISK TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR ? Y
WRITE COpy PAGE TO MASTER PAGE ? Y
DONE.
___________________________________________________________________ 1
. The message on the last line of the screen above will
appear when the write to the DIRECTORY MASTER ha s been
successful. The DIRECTORY check will continue.
No fUrther operator response is required.
i

I

\

DRIVE NUl·1BER: 0
DO YOU WANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N
DIRECTORY PAGE MASTER READ ERROR
l'IRI'rE TO DISK TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR 1 Y
WRITE COpy PAGE TO MASTER PAGE ? Y
DIRECTORY PAGE MASTER WRITE ERROR
THE PACK IS NOT FIXABLE.

'--------------------------------------------------------------------_1
The messages on the last two lines of the screen above
will appear if the operator replied MyM to the message above
and REPAIR detected a write error when it attempted to write
to the DIRECTORY MASTER. The REPAIR program will not accept
any further commands.. To get another program running on the
computer the operator must press the RESTART key.
No operator response is required.
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/

\

I

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
DO YOU WAN'l' TO I.OCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N
DIRECTORY PAGE MASTER READ ERROR
WRITE TO DISK TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR ? Y
WRITE COpy PAGE TO MASTER PAGE ? Y
DIRECTORY PAGE MASTER READ ERROR
THE PACK IS NOT FIXABLE.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~~-.----------------------------------------------------------------I
The messages of the last two lines of the screen above
will appear if the operator replied "Y" to the message above
and REPAIR detected a read error when it attempted to re-read
the DIRECTORY MASTER page it had just written.
No operator response is required.
/

-----..------------------------------------ \

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'-

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
00 YOU WANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N

DIRECTORY PAGE MASTER READ ERROR
WRITE TO DISK TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR ? Y
WRITE COpy PAGE TO MASTER PAGE ? Y
DIRECTORY COpy PAGE HAS DEVELOPED A READ ERROR
'i'HE PACK IS NOT FIXABLE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------1
The messaqes on the last two lines of the screen above
will appear if the operator replied Ny. to the message above
and REPAIR detected a read error when it attempted to re-read
the DIRECTORY COpy to compare it aqainst the DIRECTORY MASTER
page just Written and re-read.
No operator response is required.
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\

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
00 YOU \iANT TO LOCI( OUT CYLINDERS ? N
DIRECTORY PAGE MASTER READ ERROR
WRITE TO DISK TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR ? Y
WRITE COpy PAGE TO MASTER PAGE ? Y
DIRECTORY PAGE MASTER & COPY DO NOT MATCH
THE PACK IS NOT FIXABLE.

\~------------------------------------------------------------------_I
The messaqes on the last two lines of the screen above
will appear if the operator replied ·Y· to the message above
but the DIRECTORY page MASTER and COpy did not match after
the page copy had been made.
This error 1s automatically
considered fatal because it is evidence of a hardware error
in the DIRECTORY.
No operator response is required.
/

DATAPOINT DOS 1.2

REPAIR 1.1

\

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
YOU WANT TO LOCI( OUT CYLINDERS ? N
DIRECTORY PAGE MASTER READ ERROR
WRITE TO 0151( TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR ? Y
DIRECTORY PAGE COpy ALSO GIVES READ ERROR
WRITE TO DISK TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR ? •

00

~-----------------------------------------------------------------I
The messaqes on the last two lines of the screen above
will appear if the operator replies ·Y· to the message above
and REPAIR detects a read error in the DIRECTORY COpy paqe.
To have REPAIR attempt to clear the read error enter
.y., otherwise enter ·N-. If the write is successful REPAIR
will continue with the DIRECTORY check.
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\

DRIVE NUMBER: 0
DO YOU WANT TO LOCK OUT CYLINDERS ? N
DIRECTORY PAGE MASTER READ ERROR
WRITE TO DISK TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR ? Y
DIRECTORY PAGE COpy READ ERROR
WRITE TO DISK TO ATTEMPT TO CLEAR ERROR ? Y
READ ERROR UNCORRECTABLE.
THE
PACK IS NOT FIXABLE.
____________________________________________________________________
1
The messages on the last two lines of the screen above
will appear if the operator replied "N" to the messaqe above
or it the write to disk did not clear the read error.
No operator response is required.
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